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welc o me
ANZACATA recognises, acknowledges
and respects the ancestors, elders and
families of the traditional owners of
Brisbane where we hold this event.
The University of Queensland stands
on Turrbul and Jagera country.

ANZACATA is excited to hold our first symposium in Brisbane following our very successful inaugural
conference in Perth last year. ANZACATA recognises, acknowledges and respects the ancestors,
elders and families of the traditional owners of Brisbane where we hold this event. The University
of Queensland stands on Turrbul and Jagera country. We are extremely grateful to the University of
Queensland for their generous support in making their beautiful St Lucia campus available to us as the
venue for this event. The wide spread interest in our events attracts presenter proposals from all over
the world which speaks to the vibrancy of the creative arts profession in the Australian and Asia/Pacific
region. The event will gather us together to network, to share our work and ideas and to re-charge our
creative energies.
The symposium sessions on Saturday morning and all day on Sunday are aimed at arts therapy
practitioners, and those from related disciplines, to share and expand on innovations in practice and
research. The Festival of Creative Well-Being held on Saturday afternoon will run many creative
activities concurrently in a beautiful outdoor courtyard. Symposium delegates will have the opportunity
to mingle informally while engaging in a wonderful variety of creative activities and can be joined by
family, friends and colleagues to add to the fun. We invite you to join us immediately after the Festival of
Creative Well-being for an evening of drinks, food, entertainment and celebrations at the University of
Queensland Art Museum on the campus. On Sunday afternoon we will complete our programme with a
fun-filled plenary session facilitated by Brisbane Playback Theatre.
The ANZACATA AGM will be conducted for members on Friday evening from 5-7pm. Please note that
there is a café nearby, the St Lucy Caffe e Cucina, where members can meet afterwards for dinner.

Creative Gathering aims to be an environmentally sustainable event

C
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We take sustainability seriously and with this in mind
we humbly request that you try and bring your own
reusable water bottle and reusable coffee cup. We
will provide a selection of second hand cups to be
used over the weekend. The campus
AINABILI
T
ST
has recycling stations and drinking
water to encourage their zero waste
initiative. We encourage all symposium
participants in our endeavour to be a
O
N
MM
fully sustainable event.
ITME
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a cco mmo da tio n

accommodation
The venue is the St Lucia campus of University
of Queensland. Unfortunately there isn’t a lot of
accommodation within walking distance but it is
very well served by both ferry and train services so
as long as your accommodation is near to transport
you will be fine. Dutton Park is an area just across
the river from the campus and there is a bridge that
can be walked or biked across.

Two other options reasonably close by are:

There are many airbnb options in Brisbane
so we suggest you look on there and on other
accommodation searches such as booking.com.

Benson Court Motel
https://www.guestreservations.com/benson-courtmotel/

Grace College
On campus in the Grace College (women only)
has a very small number of rooms (with shared
bathrooms) available.
https://www.grace.uq.edu.au/conferences-shortstays/short-stays/

Situated 3 minutes’ walk from shops, restaurants
and cafes in Toowong, this motel offers selfcontained rooms with a balcony or patio. It is a 5
minute drive from the University of Queensland St
Lucia Campus, about a 40 minute walk and close to
public transport.

Inn on the Park
www.innonthepark.com.au
Inn on the Park offers modern, self-contained
Toowong Accommodation close to the heart of
Brisbane. This is about a 50 minute walk and close
to public transport.

Their standard rooms are carpeted and furnished
with: a bed, pillow, linen, towel, toiletry pack, tea/
coffee/hot chocolate starter pack, crockery &
cutlery set, large built-in wardrobe, a chair, study
desk, ceiling fan and room heater.
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abo u t br is b a n e
Weather, transport, things to see.
Everything you need to
know for your trip to Brisbane.

getting around
Brisbane prides itself on being green and its
sustainability, so public transport is one of
the best ways to get around the city. With the
TransLink go card you can travel seamlessly on
all TransLink bus, ferry and rail services across
south-east Queensland. It’s the perfect travel
companion. Get your go card from selected
retailers and QR stations, online or over the
phone, and top up your card balance like a prepaid
mobile phone whenever it suits you. The Translink
website has updated its online translations
to include public transport information in 17
different languages.

public transport in Brisbane
Go Card
Travel seamlessly on all TransLink bus, ferry and
rail services across South East Queensland. Go
cards are available from Queensland Rail stations,
online, over the phone or selected retailers. Top
up the card balance like a prepaid mobile phone
whenever it suits.
Find out more about the go card here

Trains and Airtrain:
The Airtrain service is completely integrated into
the Queensland Rail suburban network, with
regular trains running from Brisbane Airport
directly to Brisbane City (Park Road Railway
Station) To get to University of Queensland St
Lucia campus, change to Boggo Road Station (1
minute walk) and catch a train to University QLD
Lakes Station. Travel on a single ticket from any
station to/or from Brisbane Airport. Brisbane’s
speedy network of electric trains has the Greater
Brisbane region covered and provides direct
access to the city, quirky neighbourhood precincts
and outer suburbs. For any inquiries regarding
public transport, please contact Translink on
13 12 30 or visit the website.
Airtrain discount for Symposium goers
Promocode: ANZACATA
Valid for booking on the website between:
1 September to 30 September 2019
For Travel dates between:
23 September to 30 September 2019
Tickets: CBD Return $30.00 pp
Only redeemable online at www.airtrain.com.au

https://translink.com.au/tickets-and-fares/go-card
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Ferries
Brisbane’s ferries, affectionately known as
CityCats, are one of the most enjoyable ways
to explore The City. There is a ferry stop at UQ
St Lucia. Glide along the river with CityCat and
CityFerry services, perfect for sight-seeing and
accessing key city spots. Tickets can be bought
on board the services, at most newsagents and
selected retail outlets, or make use of a go card.
Hop on board the free CityHopper ferry service
to getround inner-city precincts for free. For
any inquiries regarding public transport, please
contact Translink on 13 12 30 or visit the website.
Buses
Explore Brisbane’s neighbourhoods through a
comprehensive bus service that runs throughout
the city, connecting the outer and inner
suburbs to the CBD, major shopping centres,
entertainment and dining precincts, railway
stations and ferry terminals. Take advantage
of special NightLink bus services running after
midnight on Fridays and Saturdays for late-night
travellers. Or get around the inner city with the
free City Loop and Spring Hill Loop. Plan your
trip now on Translink’s journey planner. For
any inquiries regarding public transport, please
contact Translink on 13 12 30 or visit the website.
Free Transport
Hail a bus for free in the inner city. The City Loop
and Spring Hill Loop bus services circle the city
every 10 minutes and stop at destinations in the
CBD and Spring Hill precincts between 7am to
6pm weekdays. Glide between Brisbane’s innercity precincts by hopping on the free CityHopper
ferry service, which travels along the river from
North Quay to Sydney St, New Farm. For any
inquiries regarding public transport, please
contact Translink on 13 12 30 or visit the website.
Bikes
Make the most of Brisbane’s wonderful outdoor
climate by biking around town. There are
extensive bicycle paths running throughout
the city and pedal-power offers a healthy and
inexpensive way of getting around. Hire a
Brisbane City Council CityCycle bike at key innercity destinations and set off to explore. Courtesy
helmets are available with many of the bikes at
stations across the network. To join up with the
CityCycle program http://www.citycycle.com.au/
or call 1300 229 253.

Taxis
Taxi ranks are available at the Brisbane
international and domestic airports, as well as
throughout The City and inner-city precincts.
Jump in a taxi to be assured of a quick and
efficient way of getting around. A standard taxi
will cater for four passengers or fewer. For wheelchair access or to transport five to 10 passengers,
it’s best to order a Multi Passenger Taxi. Contact
Black & White Cabs on 133 222 and Yellow Taxi
13 19 24 or see the apps page.
Uber
Brisbane Airport has a dedicated pickup point for
Uber and they’re widely available to catch at all
hours of the night.
Driving
You are permitted to drive in Queensland if you
hold a valid Australian or foreign licence. If your
licence is in a language other than English, you
should carry an English translation of it when
driving.

useful information
weather
The spring climate has average temperatures
between 15 – 25°C (59 – 77°F). Warm,
sunny days are tempered by cool sea breezes.
September is the least humid month.
However, the nights may be a little cold, and if
you want to be on the safer side, you may pack a
few warming accessories like a scarf or a sweater,
and bring layers for a variety of temperatures
during the day. There are an average of 9 hours of
daylight, and the sea temperature is a warm
22 degrees.

money
The Australian dollar is used.

smoking
Laws in Queensland include smoking bans for
indoor and outdoor public places. Smoking is not
permitted on any UQ campus or recognised site.
This includes the use of electronic cigarettes,
vapour pens or other devices.
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places of interest
The Cultural Precinct
On the banks of the Brisbane River, the heritagelisted Cultural Precinct in South Bank is a
fantastic, family-friendly destination for a day out,
with a host of excellent museums, galleries, and
performance venues. Award-winning architecture
adds to the precinct’s beautiful setting on the
river near picturesque parklands, and you’ll find
plenty of things to do here.
Address: Grey Street, South Brisbane

Queensland Art Gallery & Gallery of
Modern Art (QAGOMA)
The excellent – and free – Queensland Art Gallery
& Gallery of Modern Art (QAGOMA) occupies
two adjacent but contrasting buildings along the
waterfront in the South Bank Cultural Precinct.
Together, they display more than 1,700 works of
art from around the world, with a special focus
on Australia, the Pacific, and Asia. The Gallery
of Modern Art’s award-winning, glass-encased
building makes a statement.
Permanent exhibitions at the Queensland Art
Gallery include the International and Asian
Collection, with classic and contemporary works;
the Indigenous Australian Collection; and the
dramatic sculptures gracing the grounds. At the
Gallery of Modern Art, exhibits span all mediums,
including sculpture, painting, video, film, and
photography. Special exhibits mean there’s
always something new to see here. Don’t miss the
fascinating contemporary art installations. Also
within the complex, Australian Cinémathèque
screens stimulating films from around the world.

classes, visiting the Epicurious Garden, and biking
or strolling along the trails. You can also sign up
for a host of free children’s programs and tours.
To celebrate the 150th anniversary of the state of
Queensland, the Wheel of Brisbane opened here
in 2008. The giant Ferris wheel is one of the top
tourist attractions in South Bank and offers an
exciting 10- to 12-minute ride with a bird’s-eye
view over the river and city during the day
or night.

Brisbane Markets
In the early days of the colony free settlers
shopped at Brisbane’s first marketplace in Market
St and later at the Roma St Markets, then the
advent of corner stores, shopping centres and
eventually shopping malls all but killed the trip to
the market.
In the 1980s entrepreneur Peter Hackworth
started the stalls rolling again, establishing flea
markets at West End and Riverside. Today the
revival is in full swing with markets of all varieties
– farmers, organic, flea, fashion, craft, ethnic and
kids stuff – pulling the crowds.

Roma Street Parkland

Address: Stanley Place, South Brisbane, Queensland
Official site: https://www.qagoma.qld.gov.au/

Hugging the northern side of the CBD, Roma
Street Parkland and Spring Hill are iconic parts of
Brisbane and its history. Roma Street Parkland,
one of Brisbane’s premier parks, is considered to
be one of the two best examples of contemporary
display gardens in Australia. Well known by
garden and plant enthusiasts for its exceptional
horticultural standards, it is also an important
community asset, popular visitor destination and
event space for Brisbane.

South Bank

Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary

The original site of World Expo in 1988,
South Bank is filled with parklands, plazas,
and promenades, as well as a diverse array of
restaurants and exciting special events. This
riverside paradise sits directly opposite the
CBD, with Streets Beach at its centre. A swim in
the human-made lagoon is a popular choice on
a warm Brisbane day. Other popular things to
do here include working out at the free fitness

Only 12km from Brisbane City, Lone Pine Koala
Sanctuary is the world’s first and largest koala
sanctuary with over 130 koalas. Hold a koala
anytime, hand feed kangaroos and meet a large
variety of Australian wildlife in beautiful, natural
settings.
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River Cruises

Moreton Island Day Trip

The most scenic and exciting way to travel
around Brisbane is by CityCat. Gliding the twists
and turns of the Brisbane River seven days a
week, the fleet of CityCats and City Ferries
with 24 hop-on, hop-off terminals offer a range
of different cruises, many with informative
narration about the history and sights of the city.
The route takes in redeveloped industrial sites,
riverside mansions, bridges, and parklands. This
is an excellent way to gain a fresh perspective
of Brisbane landmarks such as the Story bridge,
Kangaroo Point Cliffs, and even some of the
wildlife, like the fruit bats that gather along the
mangroves on the riverbank. You can also hop
aboard a Miramar Cruise to Lone Pine Koala
Sanctuary. The CityHopper ferry service offers
free cruises, stopping at attractions like South
Bank 3 and the Maritime Museum.

Easily accessible via a 75-minute ferry ride
from downtown Brisbane, Moreton Island is the
perfect day trip. As the world’s third largest sand
island and with more than 98 percent of the island
designated as national park, Moreton Island is
one of Queensland’s best-kept secrets.
Lush vegetation frames azure waters that lap
the pure-white sandy beaches. Popular things to
do here include diving and snorkeling the many
shallow-water wrecks; feeding wild dolphins at
the Tangalooma Island Resort; quad biking; and
water sports, such as whale-watching cruises,
fishing, and sea kayaking. Sandboarding and 4WD
adventures are also popular. While you’re here,
try to visit Cape Moreton Lighthouse for beautiful
ocean views.

Brisbane Powerhouse
Catch the ferry to New Farm and visit Brisbane
Powerhouse – Queensland’s home for
contemporary culture, a magnificent power
station of the 1920s reborn as an arts centre on
the Brisbane River.
With over 1,250 performances and events each
year, they are one of the busiest arts venues in
the Asia-Pacific region, offering a year-round
program featuring events across music, comedy,
Writers+Ideas, dance, film, visual arts, cabaret,
circus, and theatre.
Brisbane Powerhouse features two main stage
theatres and three additional performance
venues, gallery spaces, two restaurants and bars,
corporate facilities and one of the best river
views in Brisbane. The iconic building is a cultural
landmark recognised and loved for its legacy
of graffiti – or what is now officially known as
heritage-listed ‘aerosol art’.
They produce some of Queensland and Australia’s
largest events, including Brisbane Comedy
Festival, Australian Performing Arts Market,
Queensland Cabaret Festival, MELT: Festival
of Queer Arts and Culture, and Wonderland
Festival.
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handy apps
University of Queensland

Black & White Cabs

You can download UQnav before you arrive
and it will assist with directions and access
around the campus. Includes things like
free water refill stations, atms, food and
beverages, toilets and buildings.

Book your taxi for when you need it, track the
cars live and receive fare estimates prior to
booking with Black & White Cabs’ app. Oh,
and it’s quicker than waiting in the queue at
peak hour. Winning.

Cost: Free Download: App store

Cost: Free
Download: App store & Google Play

Airtrain
The Airtrain runs every 15 minutes in rush
hour and every 30 minutes off-peak, departing
from both terminals at the Brisbane Airport. It’s
arguably the quickest way to travel between
the CBD and the airport – taking just 23
minutes. The app provides full timetables.
Cost: Free Download: App store

Dimmi
Sift through the city’s best restaurants and
nab a table for breakfast, lunch or dinner.
Choose from fine dining, your favourite
cuisine or even alfresco eating and see if
you can grab a deal from one of Brisbane’s
fanciest restaurants.
Cost: Free
Download: App store & Google Play

MyTransLink
TransLink’s bus, ferry and train network will get
you just about anywhere you need to go, and
the app offers up timetables, a journey planner,
real-time updates and a trip announcer that
tracks your trip in real time – so even when
you have no idea where you are, the app will
alert you when you need to get off.
Cost: Free Download: App store & Google Play

Brisbane Airport

OpenTable
Choose from more than 100 restaurants
around Brisbane and book a table for
breakfast, lunch, dinner… or all three. Find
local favourites, newly opened venues or
somewhere that serves a mean steak.
Cost: Free
Download: App store & Google Play

Check your flight status, grab the latest
departure and arrival flight information, find
parking information and deals, or check out
where to shop and grab a bite before you
board with the Brisbane Airport app.

Skip

Cost: Free
Download: App store & Google Play

Cost: Free
Download: App store & Google Play

Yellow Cabs

Weatherzone

Skip the queue and book your trip home
(or out) via Yellow Cabs’ app. There’s live
tracking, ‘on approach’ notifications and the
ability to favourite locations to save time
when rebooking trips you take regularly.
Cost: Free
Download: App store & Google Play

Uber
Brisbane Airport has a dedicated pickup
point for Uber and they’re widely available to
catch at all hours of the night nowadays. Our
recommendation? Get your Uber rating up by
making friends with the friendly Uber drivers.

A queue? What’s a queue? Pre-order coffee
and food from cafes around Brisbane through
the Skip app and you’ll never have to wait in
line – or carry loose change – again.

Brisbane prides itself on the three-hundredand-something days of sunshine per year,
but sometimes Nature has other plans. Don’t
get caught out just because it’s sunny in the
morning. Weatherzone’s app not only offers
up the weekly forecast, but also provides
the humidity (you’ll need to know this)
and the weather radar so you can check if
there’s anything due to pour down from those dark clouds
looming in the west.
Cost: Free Download: App store & Google Play

Cost: Free Download: App store & Google Play
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For this festival we invite you to experience a wide variety of creative activities – from ebru-marbling to
gilding, from poetry to indigenous dance, from making pigment to making therapeutic dolls, from Indian
handblock printing to stitching hearts, and much much more. Some of these workshops will be run by
symposium attendee arts therapists, and some by Brisbane locals who work in community settings. Friends,
family and communities are all welcome to join us for a fun-filled afternoon of mingling and sampling from
the rich variety of inspiring creative activities on offer. We will also have a some movie options showing.
The programme for this festival is still in development, and we will keep you informed about it through the
e-notices and at the event there will be posters and brochures to guide you in your choice of activities.
A few examples of what we have in store:

Bounce off!

Make your own courage doll

Pamela Lie and Ivy Yeo

Hilary Tapper

Interactive collaborative drop-in art-making. Inspired by
the theme of this year’s symposium, Creative Gathering,
Bounce Off aims to engage participants in a meaningful
and prosocial context that mirrors community experiences
through an interactive, collaborative and spontaneous
creative process. The collaborative artwork created by
bouncing painted balls off a large canvas symbolizes the
intersection of ideas, playful interaction and creativity.

This activity was a total hit in Christchurch! We’ll hear
about the tradition and therapeutic aspects of dolls and
dollmaking, then we’ll set intentions for our Courage Dolls
by writing a message to be placed inside the doll. We will
then learn how to hand stitch as we craft our dolls. No
prior sewing or dollmaking skills are required, ages 12 and
up are welcome.

Mining in the valley
Elizabeth Love
Participants will add gold leaf to a stone by taping
sections, painting on gilding paste and when dry, applying
gold leaf (gilding flakes). The exercise is suitable for a
range of ages. Application of the gold leaf may be in a
simple or complex design. Due to the visual qualities of
gold leaf, results look stunning using even the simplest of
designs. In making the work the participant will notice the
natural beauty of their individual stone.

Mindfulness and hand-block
printing: Prayer flags
Kuva Zakheim
Learn about the rich history of traditional hand-block
printing from India, as well as its therapeutic and mindful
benefits. This process is memorizing and accessible to
most skill levels and ages. Learn the basic techniques of
hand printing using wood blocks as Kuva guides you to
also invest presence and intention into every ‘stamp’.

Invite your friends, family and community to join us!
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how to bo o k
Bookings must be completed online
on the ANZACATA website.
Please go to www.anzacata.org/events/
and follow the easy steps.
If you have any questions please
contact the conference organisers –
events@anzacata.org

fee schedule1
earlybird2

full price

Members3

$320

$370

Non-members

$390

$440

Presenters

$240

Students

$220

$240

UQ staff4

$320

$370

delegate type
symposium fees

Notes:

1.
2.
3.
4.

All prices are in Australian Dollars and includes GST
Early Bird ends 1 September 2019
Members’ prices apply to ANZACATA members only
If you are a member of UQ staff and do not have the UQ discount code, please contact events@anzacata.org

catering
Morning tea and lunch is provided throughout the symposium. Catering is included in the symposium fees
for all participants. Dietary needs will be catered for and can be indicated in the booking process.
Breakfast is available on the weekend on campus at St Lucy Caffe e Cucina.
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ven u e
University of Queensland
St Lucia Campus
St Lucia, Brisbane
For online campus maps go to
maps.uq.edu.au/st-lucia
For UQ on your mobile you can
download UQnav

In celebration of Queensland’s diverse and colourful flora and fauna, the symposium rooms are
named after a wide range of plants and animals that can be seen in this State. Each room will be
clearly marked with both name and image so look out for them on campus.
On the next page you will find a map showing you where symposium rooms, the Festival of Creative
Well-being courtyard and UQ Art Museum are. The campus will be clearly marked with conference
specific directional signs so look out for the conference logo.
SC

GP

LP

CO

RL

TF

MF

KP

FP

TS

AM

FG
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SL

Forgan Smith Building

AM
SC CO

FG

GP UB
TF FP

LP

MF TS

University of Queensland Art Museum

KP

GC

UQ Art Museum Lawn

Venues (see UQ nav app)
East Wing – Building 1 (Forgan Smith Building)
SC

Sulphur-crested Cockatoo lecture theatre (E215, level 2)

GP

Green Parrot workshop room (E303, level 3)

LP

Lipstick Palm workshop room (E356, level 3)

CO Cooktown Orchid registration / art making (level 2 foyer)
UB

Ulysses Butterfly catering/workshop space (level 3 foyer)

AM University of Queensland Art Museum
Symposium Party (Bldg 11)
FG UQ Art Museum Lawn festival garden (outside Bldg 11)
GC Grace College accommodation (Bldg 36)
SL

St Lucy Caffe e Cucina (beside Bldg 29, tennis centre)

West Wing – Building 1 (Forgan Smith Building)
TF

Tree Frog workshop room (W332)

MF

Moreton Bay Fig workshop room (W349)

KP

King Parrot workshop room (W426)

FP

Fan Palm workshop room (W431)

TS

Tree Snake headquarters (W458)
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wo rk sh o p s,
pr e se n t at i o n s
an d agm
legend
Please use to help with choosing the
sessions you would like to attend

Modalities, types of session
AT

Art Therapy

MD Multimodal

W

Workshop

2

Session number

CF

Clay Field

MM Multi-disciplinary

P

Presentation

60

Duration

pX

Page number of
description

AGM Annual General Meeting

DT Dramatherapy

PE

Psychoeducation

DM Dance/Movement Therapy

SM Sound and Music Therapy

F

Festival

Venues (see UQ nav app)
East Wing – Building 1 (Forgan Smith Building)
SC

Sulphur-crested Cockatoo lecture theatre (E215, level 2)

GP

Green Parrot workshop room (E303, level 3)

LP

Lipstick Palm workshop room (E356, level 3)

CO Cooktown Orchid registration / art making (level 2 foyer)
UB

Ulysses Butterfly catering/workshop space (level 3 foyer)

AM University of Queensland Art Museum
Symposium Party (Bldg 11)
FG

UQ Art Museum Lawn festival garden (outside Bldg 11)

GC Grace College accommodation (Bldg 36)
SL

St Lucy Caffe e Cucina (beside Bldg 29, tennis centre)

West Wing – Building 1 (Forgan Smith Building)
TF

Tree Frog workshop room (W332)

MF

Moreton Bay Fig workshop room (W349)

KP

King Parrot workshop room (W426)

FP

Fan Palm workshop room (W431)

TS

Tree Snake headquarters (W458)

pre-symposium: friday 28 september
5.00-7.00pm ANZACATA Annual General Meeting
All welcome. Come along to ANZACATA’s annual general meeting, to see what
has been happening and to have your say in the workings of your association. All
members can have their say, but please note – only Professional members can vote.
7.00pm
onwards

AGM SC

2hrs

Informal dinner
St Lucy Caffe e Cucina
Come along after the AGM to an informal dinner with other members. Meet your association’s
Board members and staff and network with other Symposium attendees. All welcome

SL
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symposium day one: saturday 28 september
8.00-9.00

Registration

9.00-9.30

Welcome to Country

PG

9.30-10.00 ANZACATA Welcome and Housekeeping

PG

10.00-10.30 Morning tea
Time slot A
10.30-11.30

1

2

NDIS and
arts therapy:
A disability
studies-rights
framework of
practice

3

Learning the
process of
eco-dying
Lisa McDonald

P

Time slot B
11.45-12.45

GP 60 p17

7

AT W
LP

P

60 p17

8

How art therapy
can build a sense
of containment
in a high secure
forensic hospital
Annie Fox

Our house, your
house: Creative
arts therapy in a
family services
programme
Natalya GardenThomson,
Delwyn Hopkins

Donna
McDonald

AT MM W
P

4

AT MM MD
P

TF 60 p18

9

Trauma
informed arts
therapies
services at a
primary school:
A collaborative
approach

5

Let’s talk about
sex: Sexual
diversity, nonmonogamy and
sex work, for art
therapists

6

Clay field
throughout the
life span
Maggie Wilson,
Pip Rose,
Clare Jerdan

Mary Weir

MM W

P

MF 60 p18

Putting the
pieces together:
Collage as a
modality in the
treatment of
trauma
Anila Babla

CF

W

P

UB 60 p19

AT

W

P

FP 60 p19

10

11

12

Weaving
and arts
psychotherapy

Collage:
A journey
beyond words

Lisa McDonald

Robyn Davis

Understanding
the self and life
through pop
culture and
gaming

Autonomous
expression
and creativity
through
connection

Amanda Hall,
Dannielle Brown

Emma Gentle

MM W

AT

KP 60 p22

FP 60 p22

Jane O’Sullivan,
Lauren Johnson,
Jackie Maksoud
AT

W

P

GP 60 p20

MM W
LP

60 p20

AT

W

P

SC 60 p21

AT

P

MF 60 p21

W

P

12.45-2.00 Lunch
1.00-2.00

College (special interest groups) Convocations
Interested members can grab their lunch and eat and meet with others who share their special interests
before the Festival of Creative Well-being begins. Each group will be assigned a space and in the
registration foyer there will be sign-up sheets for each convocation (discussion). Each group will need to
have some members who are willing to be the facilitator, the minute taker and the attendance taker. By
ensuring this process, the outcomes of each discussion can be seen and considered by the Board. More
information will be available at the event.

2.00-5.00

All 60

The ANZACATA Festival of Creative Well-being
Invite your friends, family and community to join us
for an afternoon of creative activities designed to
enhance well-being and connection.

5.30-7.30

C

p10

F

FG 3hrs

The ANZACATA Creative Gathering Symposium Party
Join the Board and staff and conference organisers and volunteers
for complimentary drinks and nibbles at the University of Queensland
Art Museum to celebrate our creative gathering.

AM 2hrs
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symposium day two: sunday 29 september
Time slot C 13
9.00-10.30 The arts of
knowing: ABR+A,
research and
therapy

14

15

16

17

18

Creative
flights through
archetypal
approaches

Play it out!

Full circle

Russya Connor

Coralie Crews

Using art therapy
to explore
attachment styles
and reflective
functioning

Art therapy peer
supervision

Deborah Green
and Whitecliffe
Masters Students

Marion
Gordon-Flower

MM

P

MM W

GP

90 p23

LP

P

90 p23

Penelope James,
Anne-Maree
Armstrong

Louise Leotta
DT W
TF

AT

P

90 p24

W

AT

W

P

AT

W

90 p25

MF 90 p24

KP 90 p25

FP

P

10.30-11.00 Morning tea
Time slot D 19
11.00-11.30
The embodied
response
Roshni Bhatia

20

21

22

23

24

Psychosis
information
session

Fluid media
as substitute
psychic skin in
art therapy with
young children
within protective
services

Bravery
unmasked: Arts
and health in a
gallery format

On finding space
for art therapy

Effectiveness
and feasibility
of art therapy
as a treatment
for adults with
eating disorders

Jen Jamieson

Annette Coulter

Dianne
McClaughlin

Caryn Griffin

Xu Ning Boo
AT

P

PE

P

AT

GP 30 p26

LP

30 p26

TF 30 p27

Time slot E 25
11.45-12.15 The effectiveness of expressive art therapy
in an eating
disorder day
program setting
Melissa Marks

26
Without walls:
Developing
and integrating
art therapy in
a community
haemodialysis
centre

AT

P

P

MF 30 p27

P

AT MD P

KP 30 p28

FP 30 p28

AT

27

28

29

30

An arts-based
Inquiry into
depression and
anxiety

‘To move, to
see, to feel’:
Art therapy
within a special
development
school

Creative focus:
Art based
interventions
with ADHD

Seed-starting: a
comprehensive
guide to growing
NZ’s first
masters in DMT

Hilary Tapper,
Kuva Zakheim

Amanda Hall

Anaia Treefoot

Sasha Iyengar

Sue Lyn Lim
AT DT SM

P

GP 30 p29

AT

P

DT DM SM

LP

30 p29

TF 30 p30

P

AT MD P

AT MM W

DM P

MF 30 p30

KP 30 p31

FP

60 p31

12.15-1.30 Lunch
12.30-1.30 Get Together for CAT Regional Groups (formerly Regional Groups and/or CATs in Conversation)
An opportunity for those involved in local CAT Regional Groups to get together to share ideas. Information will be
available regarding funding and support from the Association. Grab your lunch and bring it to the
C TF 60
Tree Frog workshop room (W332) for a chat with other groups.
Time slot F 31
1.30-3.00 Cultivating
therapeutic
presence
through painting
from life
Carla van Laar
AT

3.15-4.15

32

33

34

35

36

Ebru art for all:
Marbling on
canvas for Self
– Esteem and
Mastery

Gathering and
layering: Playing
with making
moving image

Introduction to
nature-based
arts therapy

Dynamic sand
therapy in
decision making

Bettina Evans

Janeen Cameron

Slow stitch
therapy:
Integrating
textiles into art
therapy practice

Amanda Levey

Edip Asan

W

AT

P

GP 90 p32

LP

90 p32

W

Claire Edwards
MM W

MM W

MM P

TF 90 p33

CO 90 p33

UB 90 p34

W

AT MD P
FP 30 p34

Closing Plenary – We are excited to have Brisbane Playback Theatre at our Closing Plenary. Let’s all come
together in the Lecture Theatre to tell our stories from the weekend. A great way to close out the Symposium. SC p35
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NDIS and arts therapy: A disability
studies-rights framework of
practice
Donna McDonald
Everyone has a right to take part in the arts
and culture. This right is included in the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities. The National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) provides funding for Australians
with a permanent and significant disability to
participate in social, economic and cultural life.
The NDIS also opens up new opportunities for
arts therapists. Disability Studies provides an
interdisciplinary framework for professional
practice in arts psychotherapy with and for people
with disability. In this workshop/presentation,
we consider:

AT MM W

Lisa McDonald
In this workshop presentation you will experience
some interactive grounding and be guided to
forage for leaves that are suitable for eco-dying.
You will learn the process and the metaphorical
and transformational nature of eco-dying. You will
be guided to prepare your own bundle which you
can take home to boil. There will be a respectful
discussion about the history of eco-dying, fibre
arts, culture and loss of knowledge through
colonisation, and ideas of how can we use our
clients’ fibre arts knowledge to assist them in
session. We will explore how can we begin weaving
together our multicultural and adoption of cultural
knowledge in a respectful healing way/s.

60

c ontemporary identity, health and wellbeing
issues faced by people with disability.
key policies and legislation to know when working
with people with disability and their families.
interdisciplinary disability studies / arts-based
engagement processes.

Donna McDonald
BA, BSW, MA, PhD, GradDip ArtsPsychotherapy

Donna is an art psychotherapist and disability studies
researcher. A social worker and policy advisor with a PhD
in Creative Writing, Donna has taught disability studies at
Griffith University and Ikon Institute. In 2015, Donna led a
major NDIS research project about people’s experiences.
Donna’s publications include ‘The Routledge Handbook of
Disability Arts, Culture and Media’ (co-edited with Bree
Hadley, 2018); ‘The Art of Being Deaf: a memoir’ (2014); and
her memoir of grief, ‘Jack’s Story’ (1991).
See www.donnamcdonald.com

2

Learning the process of eco-dying

P

MM W
AT

P

60

Lisa McDonald
Grad Dip Arts Psychotherapy

Lisa McDonald is an artist, activist and arts psychotherapist
with a strong interest in sexual violence trauma,
neurobiology, nature and First Nation healing practices. Her
curiosity fuels her research, experimentation and fascination
with arts psychotherapy on a daily basis. Lisa is currently selfemployed through her company, LiveLive Revolution.therapy
programs for a large AOD service. Robyn is a professional
member of ANZACATA. In addition, she is a university level
trained professional supervisor and adult educator.
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Our house, your house: Creative
arts therapy in a family services
program
Natalya Garden-Thomson and
Delwyn Hopkins
Our presentation will showcase our creative
arts therapy work in a Family Services Program
at Anglicare Victoria. Collaborating with Family
Services Practitioners and other Specialists we
offer a wraparound approach to clients. We will
give an overview of the benefits and challenges of
offering “in house” therapy as part of a placement
prevention program. We will outline our process
for internal referrals and how we engaged families
in therapy. We will discuss our collaboration with
other organisations including child protection.
A case study will demonstrate how we adapt
individual, family and group arts therapy into a
range of settings. We will showcase the specific
activities we use and how they benefit families and
individuals experiencing trauma and complex life
experiences.

AT MM MD

Mary Weir
“Let’s Talk About Sex: sexual diversity, nonmonogamy and sex work, for arts therapists.”
will outline barriers to mental health care
for populations that don’t conform to
heteronormative and monogamous models of
relationships; how practitioners can intentionally
or unintentionally marginalise and oppress
differences; identifying intersections – as well as
assumptions! – about existing sexual expression
in relation to sexual abuse and mental health. I
will then share reflections and methods from my
own life and arts therapy practice that might be
helpful for creative arts therapists who might
work with participants about issues relating to

60

Natalya Garden-Thomson
BVA, Masters of Creative and Experiential Arts Practice

Natalya is a Creative Arts Therapist and the Organiser for
GRAT (Group of Registered Regional Therapists). She is
a Therapist in the Family Services Program at Anglicare
Victoria. Her current practice draws upon her experiences
working with people of all ages living with disabilities, mental
health challenges, complex needs, family violence, substance
dependency, acquired brain injury and those affected by the
2008 Black Saturday Bushfire. Using the arts as a vehicle for
change is at the heart of her practice.

Delwyn Hopkins
Bachelor Arts – Performance Studies, Masters in Creative Arts
Therapy (RMIT)

Delwyn is a Creative Arts Therapist working in the Stronger
Families program at Anglicare Victoria. She has extensive
experience working with young children and trauma. For
seven years she co-facilitated “Play Connect”, an arts
based program for women and children who experienced
homelessness and family violence. This program was
evaluated and used as a best practice model. Delwyn has run
groups for mothers experiencing post-natal depression and
their babies. Delwyn has co-written the resource “Do You
See What I See”.

4

Let’s talk about sex: Sexual
diversity, non-monogamy and sex
work, for arts therapists

P

MM W

P

60

sexuality. Finally, providing an opportunity for
creation, reflection and sharing in the group – about
professional development, internal biases, and
counter-transference – when holding space for
sexual diversity.

Mary Weir
MA AT (Clinical)

Mary is an Aotearoa based arts therapist with special interest
in the deconstruction of stigma and oppression related to
gender and sexuality. A former circus performer and tertiary
performing arts instructor, she now works in private practice
and provides an accessible anti-stigma therapy service for
the New Zealand Prostitutes Collective. Providing primarily
for rainbow community, people practicing ethical nonmonogamy and sex workers, she hopes to develop her skill
set toward consent-culture education and de-pathologising
marginalised sexualities in mental health services.
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Clay field throughout the life span
Maggie Wilson, Pip Rose and Clare Jerdan
A brief introduction to Clay Field Theory,
particularly as it relates to the brain and the healing
of trauma will be presented. Followed by three case
vignettes.Pip will discuss a case of a young child
working at the clay field. Clare will demonstrate
an experiential application of working at the Clay
Field with an adult while Maggie will discuss a
case of working with an older adult with dementia.
There will be time left for each participant to sense
and explore their own interaction with some clay,
followed by questions.

Maggie Wilson
BA.Pg.dip Ath. Rath AATR

Maggie is a registered member of ANZACATA. She
graduated from Goldsmiths College in art therapy in July
1990, has worked in private practice for 29 years as well

CF

Anila Babla
What are the links between collage and trauma?
Trauma, from Greek, literally means ‘wound’ and
highlights a parallel between collage, the cutting
and bringing together of different elements,
and a traumatic injury that needs stitching
together. Trauma, commonly associated with the
fragmentation of memory requires the restoration
of connections, both in terms of internally feeling
and externally relating. My time spent with
traumatised children and adults, observing the
use of collage in art therapy has led me to explore
its psychological implications as a modality in art
therapy further. I would like to present some of
my research – on the history of collage, collage in
art therapy and theorised links between trauma/
fragmentation and collage/integration.

P

60

as in drug and alcohol and CYMHS. She currently teaches
on Masters in Mental Health – Art Therapy program at the
University of Queensland. She completed the Certificate in
Clay Field in 2014.

Pip Rose
B.Ed Southern Cross

Pip Rose has over 25 years of experience working with
children as a primary school teacher in NSW state schools.
She has been studying art therapy through the Institute
for Sensorimotor Art Therapy since 2010, She currently
works with an NGO in Northern NSW, delivering an early
intervention Child and Family Mental Health program.

Clare Jerdan
MA.Gestalt Therapy; Bac. Soc.Sci (Psych); Diploma Initiatic Art Therapy

Clare is Professional member of ANZACATA, and a Clinical
member PACFA, and GANZ. She has worked as a nurse in
Cancer Care and Bereavement. Since 2007 she has worked
in D and A at the Buttery and as an outreach worker for Intra.
Clare has used Clayfield Therapy and Initiatic Art Therapy
and EMDR. In Clare’s opinion these are constant elements in
healing trauma and preventing relapse, both with individuals
and in group work.

6

Putting the pieces together:
collage as a modality in the
treatment of trauma

W

AT

W

P

60

Anila Babla
MA Art Psychotherapy

Anila is a an artist and recently qualified art psychotherapist
from Goldsmiths College, London. Anila works as a part-time
art therapist in schools and at a charity supporting people
affected by brain injury, and has spent time in Florence
working with adults with emotional disorders. Her interest
in art therapy was first piqued in the refugee camps at
Calais. Anila is interested in the physicality of collage and its
potential to integrate disparate unconscious fragments.
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How art therapy can build a sense
of containment in a high security
Forensic Hospital
Annie Fox
This presentation considers how to establish a
successful art therapy discipline within a high
security Forensic Hospital. The main theme
throughout the presentation is how to build a
sense of containment. The concept of containment
will be looked at through my personal journey
as an artist/ art therapist and Milner’s (1950)
therapeutic framework. This model incorporates
different contextual frameworks that are used to
structure the therapeutic relationship.

AT

Jane O’Sullivan, Lauren Johnson and
Jackie Maksoud
This presentation will cover the work of a
community based expressive therapist, school
based art therapist and guidance officer working
within the arts therapies program at the same
primary school. The presentation will discuss
the challenges and triumphs working with this
population including:
the history of the three year program
the different arts therapies services offered: what
has worked and why
the school response including data and feedback
from students, parents and staff
collaboration with a community based family
mental health support service, and the benefits of
collaboration
The presentation will conclude with a case study of
a family that has utilised several services in the arts
therapies program.

P

60

Annie Fox
Art Psychotherapy (Roehampton University), BFA (Aberystwyth)

Annie is a practising artist and works full time as an art
therapist in a high security Forensic hospital. She has
established an art therapy service within the hospital,
developing a referral system; initial reports; completion
reports; documentation templates within the service;
narrative-based reflections; supporting individual intervention
and group program evaluation effectiveness. She runs group
and individual art therapy sessions in a mix of acute, continuing
care, and rehabilitation clinical populations.

8

Trauma informed arts therapies
services at a primary school:
A collaborative approach

W

MM W

60

Jane O’Sullivan
Dip T; B.Ed; M.A ( Expressive therapies) Cambridge USA . AThR

Jane trained in Boston as an Expressive Therapist and
worked in Child and Youth Mental Health Service for 13
years working with young people and their families. Jane has
delivered group programs to client populations including
adult oncology, parents living with mental illness, children
from refugee backgrounds and facilitating group supervision.
Jane is the Field Coordinator for the Masters in Mental
Health – Art Therapy program at UQ and works part time as
a school based art therapist.

Lauren Johnson
MA ( Art psychotherapy ) UK; AThR

Lauren coordinates the Starfish Program at Yourtown, a
family service working with children and young people
who are at risk of poor mental health outcomes. Lauren
also spent six years working as an Expressive Therapist at
Yourtown’s domestic and family violence refuge. Lauren is
trained in Sandplay Therapy and Symbol Work. She is a level
1 Theraplay facilitator and Circle of Security Parent Educator
and is a tutor on the Masters in Mental Health- Art Therapy
program, UQ
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Weaving and arts psychotherapy
Lisa McDonald
This presentation will be a sharing of information
regarding First Nation practice of weaving and
how that can be used as an arts psychotherapy
intervention. This was used successfully in an
arts psychotherapy group for survivors of sexual
violence in ‘Telling Story’ a group I ran in 2016.
Since then, this intervention has been used for
clients for their trauma, including the use of
grass skirts as a timeline, utilising materials that
mimic their feelings and metaphoric descriptions.
There is also an element of narrative therapy
in the witnessing and verbal telling of stories.
There is a strong leaning towards non-verbal
trauma telling and release. There will be special
mention to Quandamooka weavers and First
Nation teachers, the history and relevance will be
acknowledged. Participants will learn coil weaving
and intervention techniques.

AT

Robyn Davis
This presentation follows an art therapist and
her clients as they explore their experiences of
trauma and substance use. Using collage as the
primary modality, both therapist and artists share
their story, their creativity, and process. The result
is a collection of moving encounters of human
experience…beyond words.

P

60

Lisa McDonald
Grad Dip Arts Psychotherapy

Lisa McDonald is an artist, activist and arts psychotherapist
with a strong interest in sexual violence trauma,
neurobiology, nature and First Nation healing practices. Her
curiosity fuels her research, experimentation and fascination
with arts psychotherapy on a daily basis. Lisa is currently selfemployed through her company, LiveLive Revolution.therapy
programs for a large AOD service. Robyn is a professional
member of ANZACATA. In addition, she is a university level
trained professional supervisor and adult educator.

10

Collage; a journey beyond words

W

AT

P

60

Robyn Davis
Masters in Therapeutic Arts Practice (MIECAT), Masters in
Counselling, (Canberra University), Graduate Certificate in
Professional Supervision (Canberra University)

Robyn is an art therapist and counsellor, with over twenty
years experience working in the private, public and
community sectors. Currently, Robyn works in private
practice in Canberra and is contracted to provide art therapy
programs for a large AOD service. Robyn is a professional
member of ANZACATA. In addition, she is a university level
trained professional supervisor and adult educator.
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Understanding the Self and Life
Through Pop Culture and Gaming
Amanda Hall and Dannielle Brown
Using pop culture and gaming has provided a new
opportunities for children and young people to
express themselves. This will be an experiential
workshop, prompting participants to see the world
through a pop culture lens and to engage in selfreflection using well known and popular gaming
and fantasy content/characters and stories. We
will take participants through activities that
clients have found beneficial ad honouring of their
interests/loves. We will provide an opportunity
for participants to use their brainstorming and
improvisation skills to devise creative directives
that could suit various young people and adults.

MM W
Amanda Hall
BSocWk (AMHSW), MMH (Art Therapy)

Amanda Hall (Brown) is a Brisbane-based accredited Mental
Health Social Worker and art therapist, working in private
practice, supervision and part of the Master of Mental Health
Art Therapy program teaching team at UQ. Her focus areas
are grief and loss, suicide bereavement, trauma, anxiety,
identity, ADHD and attachment disorders with special
interest in the use of pop culture, fandom, bibliotherapy,
story making, recycled materials, self-portraits and science
experiments in creative therapy.

Dannielle Brown
BSocWk (AMHSW), MMH (Art Therapy)

Dannielle currently works as an expressive therapist
for young people aged 0-25 years with Yourtown. One
of Dannielle’s first projects was ‘Walk in Our Shoes’, an
exhibition that showed experiences of young people through
their shoes. Self-expression and discovery is a key theme in
Dannielle’s work particularly through the use of gaming and
pop culture, for example from Batman’s childhood trauma to
the Joker’s personality vulnerabilities.

12

Autonomous expression and
creativity through connection
Emma Gentle
This presentation and workshop demonstrate
research undertaken for a PhD thesis that aimed
to explore the impact of group art-making on
its participants. The qualitative study utilised
a single case-study design and participatory
action research tools. It applied four different
methods for collecting data that were then
triangulated by also using three different data
sources. Nvivo software with thematic coding was
central to analysis. The research incorporated an
intersection of art therapy and community arts
paradigms. These integrated the exploration of
art as subject/object, integral to art therapy; along
with the social activism that underpins community
arts. The research produced a six-stage art-making
model that can be utilised to support a framework
for connection within a group art-making space.

60

AT

W

P

60

Emma Gentle
PhD; MA(ArtThrpy); MA(AppAnthCommtyYthWk); DipPsych,
DipAppPsych

Emma recently gained a PhD from The University of Sydney.
She completed MAs in Art Therapy, Western Sydney
University and Applied Anthropology & Community Work,
Goldsmiths University of London; Diplomas in Psychology
and Applied Psychology from Birkbeck University of London.
Emma also has qualifications in Community Arts, Drama
and 3D Art from England and Mexico. Emma facilitates
art workshops with groups who are marginalized through
socially constructed barriers. These have informed her
current research on how art-making forms connections.
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The arts of knowing: ABR+A,
research and therapy
Deborah Green with current Whitecliffe
masters students
Arts-Based Research through Autoethnography (ABR+A) channels and enhances alternative
multi-layered ways of knowing by inviting heart+head+body+soul+context+theory into creative
conversations. At Whitecliffe we are discovering
that engaging in ABR+A can be a potent way for
arts therapists to simultaneously conduct meaningful research while honing their therapeutic
capacities. During this collaborative and participatory session, a group of arts therapy clinical masters students and staff will bricolage a series of
ABR+Aesque vignettes detailing their experiences
of coming-to-know through ABR+A. These playful
and often participatory explorations will offer a
sensorial and affective wash of creative words,
movement, sound, colour, and imagery to facilitate
insight into ABR+A as an emergent research methodology while offering a peek into some of the new
knowings being crafted.

MM W

Marion Gordon-Flower
The metaphor of ‘creative flights’ aptly describes
the journeys embarked upon through gateways
into the imaginal realm, through the archetypal.
Through the course of seven years of practice
with people who had physical disabilities, there
was a continuously-posed question of the most
accessible and effective methods in personcentred approaches. Eventually a connection
was made across modalities of art, environmental
sculpture, dance, drama and music, that there
was commonality in a phenomenological dynamic
which arose when archetypal approaches were

90

Deborah Green
PhD, AThR, MAAT(Clinical), MEd, PGDip(Adult Education),
BA(Hons)(Drama Studies)

Deborah is senior lecturer at Whitecliffe College, Aotearoa.
Following a career within the South African University
and Health sectors, she moved to New Zealand, gained
her Master of Arts in Arts Therapy (Whitecliffe) and spent
several years working with those affected by the Canterbury
earthquakes (2010/11). She received her PhD (University
of Auckland) for an autoethnographic arts-based thesis
exploring this experience. She has published in books
and journals and presented at conferences in Australia,
Singapore, Aotearoa, Canada and the UK.
Lyndy Broughton Year 2 MAAT PGDip(Arts Therapy), BFA(Hons);
Hilary Tapper Year 2 MAAT PGDip(Arts Therapy), BA(Hons)
(Theology & Religious Studies), Dip(Screen & Media);
Shanti Brown Year 3 MAAT PGDip(Arts Therapy), BAFA;
Elske Reyneke-Barnard Year 3 MAAT MOL(Org. Leadership),
MA(Theology), MPhil(Theology), PGDip(Arts Therapy), BA;
Heleina Garisau Year 2 MAAT PGDip(Arts Therapy), MKT-BMVA,
Cert. Nonviolent Parent Educator;
Kumi Nakamuri Year 2 MAAT PGDip(Arts Therapy), BA;
Rachel Baker Year 2 MAAT PGDip(Arts Therapy),
PGDip(Entertainment technology), BA;
Janine Moody Year 3 MAAT PGDip (Arts Therapy), BEd (teaching);
Elizabeth Love Year 3 MAAT PGDip(Arts Therapy), Dip A&C(Adv),
Dip AppBus(HRM);

14

Creative flights through archetypal
approaches

P

MM W

P

90

used. What constitutes the archetypal? Why was
this more effective than other ways of working
in the modalities? This has led to a book of case
studies, some of the themes of which will be
presented in theory and practicum

Marion Gordon-Flower
BMA, Dip. T, MAAT (Clinical) Hons, Cert. Supervision, AThR

Marion Gordon-Flowers is a multi-modal arts therapist
in Auckland where she previously worked in health and
disability, and is now service manager and therapist in
mental health. She has been a regular presenter at ANZATA
conferences in New Zealand, Australia and Singapore, was
published in ANZJAT 2015 and in two books (C. Miller
Ed., 2014 and 2016). Her book of case studies is due to be
released 21 October 2019 by JKP, London.
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Play it out!
Russya Connor
This interactive workshop explores and strategizes
playfulness to underpin social and emotional
learning and enrich CBT based programs.
Drawing on over a decade of service provision to
Corrective Services and the AOD (Addictions)
sector, I have found playfulness supports
authentic self-expression. The significance of
‘play’ extends way beyond the early years; play
is a core human need and key to lifelong, rich
and self-directed learning. Stripping play out of
education has lead us to the current situation
where individuals have to re-activate our inherent
long-dormant creativity. Engaging in play is the
basis for creativity and valuing new ideas. Playing,
imagining, experimenting, tinkering, improvising,
are all forms of play, and are pathways to new
connections, unintentional outcomes and life
changing inventions.

DT

Coralie Crews
Full Circle is an easy to learn and easy to present
self-expression exercise, useful for both debriefing
and self-nurture for the practitioner and also
healing of emotional damage for clients. It teaches
awareness of how the body is holding trauma
energy and then the expression of that energy
through a series of work to complete a trauma
sequence. A case study will be presented to
demonstrate the use of this exercise with a trauma
client. Participants will then have opportunity
to work through a sequence of their own and
experience the process.

P

90

Russya Connor
PhD, MA, AThR

Dr. Russya Connor works as a trainer, lecturer and creative
arts therapist. Before she became interested in the
transformative potential of the arts, she had a career as an
award-winning international performer. Over the last 15
years she has intensively worked with Corrective Services,
Indigenous communities and AOD services. Russya lectures
at Edith Cowan University and is on staff at Murdoch
University in the Graduate Diploma in Creative Arts
Therapies. She trains executive leadership teams in creative
thinking, and playfulness.

16

Full circle

W

AT
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Coralie Crews
B.A. Psych, Grad. Dip. Psych, MAPS, AThR

Coralie Crews has been in private practice for the past
20 years and is currently working and residing on the
Gold Coast as both a psychologist and expressive arts
therapist. Prior to that she worked for Anglicare in Sydney
as a marriage and family counsellor and trainer. Coralie is
passionate about creative self-expression, self-compassion
and healing and integration of fragmented parts of the
personality. Developmental trauma has been a key focus in
her work for many years.
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Using art therapy to explore
attachment styles and reflective
functioning
Louise Leotta
Research suggests strong indicators for effective
therapy relate to the therapist’s capacity to form
and maintain supportive relationships, mentalise
and create coherence. This workshop will present
some of the research on reflective functioning and
the role the therapist’s attachment organisation
plays in treatment. The work of Findlay, Lathan &
Hass-Cohen (2008) has been adapted and used
as inspiration for the workshop. Participants will
be given the opportunity to experientially explore
secure and insecure attachment states. The art
making processes in the workshop will utilise
fabric and other art materials to create a sensory

AT

Penelope James and
Anne-Maree Armstrong
Making a time and place to stop, reflect and
monitor our professional practice through the
egalitarian process of art therapy peer supervision
can have far reaching professional and personal
well-being benefits. Through an interactive
discussion we will explore the unique aspects of
art therapy peer supervision in which we learn
from each other as we act as both supervisor and
supervisee. We will look at the ways in which it
can alleviate our professional isolation and anchor
reviewing our client practitioner relationships to
art based practices. Participants will be offered
a simple peer supervision structure and given
the opportunity to participate in an experiential
process. This will provide them with a peer
supervision practice they can continue following
the symposium.

P

90

and tactile experience. The objective for this is to
maximise meaningful engagement in the allocated
time and move towards understanding of personal
and professional experiences.

Louise Leotta
BEd, MACAT, AThR

Louise graduated from Concordia University in Canada. She
has experience as an art therapist working in Acute Inpatient
Child and Youth Mental Health Services. Currently, Louise is
a lecturer and research supervisor for the Master of Mental
Health Art Therapy Program at University of Queensland
and is also employed at a community organisation working
with children, young people, carers and parents involved with
child protection. Louise has special interests in the areas of
attachment, trauma informed practice and supervision.
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Art therapy peer supervision
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Penelope James
MA(ATh), AThR, Grad. Dip. Expressive Therapies, Grad. Dip.
Counselling

Penelope is motivated to share her peer supervision story
as she feels it has been a valuable ongoing support for both
her clinical and community art therapy practice. Her clinical
focus integrates art therapy with psycho-education to offer
clients a holistic pathway for well-being. Her community
focus builds social inclusion for people living with mental
health issues through public art exhibitions. She is currently
co-ordinating the Riverwood Creative Community; We All
Are One; sculpture for the Hidden Rookwood Students
Exhibition.

Anne-Maree Armstrong
Dip.Ed. Art, M.Ed. (Admin), MA(ATh), AThR

Anne-Maree is an art psychotherapist working in
community health, private health and private practice.
Initial training and experience in art education and schools,
in NSW and Asia, has informed her psychodynamic, personcentred approach which is complimented by her own art
practice. She values peer supervision as an important
resource that develops her professional skills, and builds
supportive, collegial relationships through reflective
practice.
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The embodied response
Roshni Bhatia
The work of therapists requires them to
continually regulate both psychologically and
physiologically to empathize and attune to their
clients. This process with the lack of awareness
and sufficient self-care may impact professionals
negatively. This qualitative, art-based method
of study follows the author’s use of media-art
as a response to embodied experiences while
working with female adolescents with a history of
complex trauma. With the knowledge of traumatic
memories being implicit and communicated
non-verbally, this study discusses the topics
of countertransference, mirror neurons and
affect attunement. Viewing the body as a site of

AT

Jen Jamieson
A psychoeducational presentation on psychosis,
presentation and treatment. This presentation will
specifically early intervention into psychosis for
teens and young adults.

30

knowledge, it uncovers how the author’s response
through its digital techniques worked in both
containing and processing implicit knowledge that
provided insight into the therapeutic process.

Roshni Bhatia
MA AThr

Roshni is a practicing artist originally from Bangalore, India.
As part of her two-year training to be an art therapist at
Lasalle College of the Arts, Singapore, Roshni worked with
both children and adolescents with a history of complex
trauma. Here she developed an interest in integrating
digital technology within art therapy and questioned its
effectiveness as a tool for self-care for therapists. Roshni is
exhibiting her work at the 36th Annual International Dream
Conference in the Netherlands in 2019.
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Psychosis information session
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Jen Jamieson
MA Art Therapy (ECU), AthR

Jen Jamieson is a registered Art Therapist and professional
member and an elected board member of ANZACATA. Jen
has worked in youth mental health as a counsellor and art
therapist for more than 10 years. For the past three years
she has worked as a Group Work Clinician in the headspace
Youth Early Psychosis Program (hYEPP) developing and
implementing functional recovery groups for young people
with psychosis.
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Smearing and containing: Fluid
media as substitute psychic
skin for young children within
protective services
Xu Ning Boo
This presentation highlights the benefits of skinto-skin contact with fluid media in art therapy
and how the art therapist can work towards
strengthening client’s psychic skin. Esther Bick’s
psychic skin theory will be used to explore the preoccupation of fluid media in art therapy with young
children within CPSC in Singapore. Case vignettes
will be discussed to explore the experience of
substitute psychic skin through fluid media and
how the experience can allow for development

AT

Dianne McClaughlin
The Bravery Unmasked exhibition program has
been running at Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre
since 2015. This is a community based arts
program which transforms used radiotherapy
masks into exhibition pieces which are then sold
and proceeds returned to the South West Sydney
Cancer Therapy Centre of Liverpool Hospital.
Through the remaking of the mask participants
are lead in reflecting upon wellness and illness in
the cancer experience. Since the program began in
2015, participation has grown to 110 individuals.
This includes patients, families and friends of those
living with cancer. Coming into the fourth year
of the program Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre
and Liverpool Hospital have forged a strong
relationship that supports and advocates for those
that they serve.

30

of an inner mental space and psychological
containment. The art therapist’s containing function
through psychological holding and provision of
appropriate art materials will also be discussed.

Xu Ning Boo
MA AT

Xu Ning recently completed her MA in Art Therapy. Prior
to her MA study, she taught at a school for children with
special needs. While teaching, she continued making art and
incorporated art into her professional work. Her interest in
psychology and art led her to apply for the MA Art Therapy
program. Her research and clinical interests include working
with people with addiction problem and also individuals who
had experienced complex trauma.
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Bravery unmasked: Arts and
health in a gallery format
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Dianne McClaughlin
BVA, MFA, MAThr

Dianne is a registered art therapist. She works at Casula
Powerhouse Arts Centre and is responsible for all arts
and health programming within the gallery. Di also works
as the South West Sydney Health and Arts Coordinator.
Di has worked closely with the National Gallery of
Australia, Western Sydney University, numerous disabilities
organisations, South West Sydney Health, One Door
community Mental Health and Beautiful Minds. Di has
experience facilitating art therapy workshops in both hospital
and community settings.
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On finding space for art therapy

Annette Coulter

Annette Coulter

DipFA DipAT MAArt Education(Art Psychotherapy)(UK) AThR,
ANZACATA) ATR(USA) KATR(Korea)

There is a continually struggle for art therapists
to negotiate a space in which to practice: there is
a carpet on the floor; provision for work to dry;
storage; time to clean up but still meet service KPIs;
negotiating a referral system where the art therapist
has a say. This paper shares over forty years clinical
experience as an art therapy practitioner in child/
adolescent mental health, disability, corrective
services, adult mental health, a therapeutic
community, family/couple community welfare and
non-government trauma agencies. This provocative
paper offers advice, strategy, legal considerations
and notes for best practice.

Annette is an art psychotherapist, art educator, published
author, PACFA accredited supervisor, co-founder ANZATA,
who has pioneered art therapy in Australia, Britain and
Asia. She has worked in child/adolescent mental health,
community welfare, corrections and provides consultation,
supervision, education and customised training. Publications
include: Introductory Guide to Art Therapy (2014); Art
Therapy ‘Down Under’ (2016); Family Art Therapy (2015);
Art Therapy with Transient Youth (2012); Returning from a
War Zone (2008); Couple Art Therapy (2007).
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Effectiveness and acceptability
of art therapy as a treatment for
adults with eating disorders: a
mixed methods study
Caryn Griffin
This presentation will outline a mixed-methods,
feasibility study being conducted at the Royal
Melbourne Hospital that evaluates art therapy
groups run during 8-week Day Patient Programs
for adults with eating disorders. The study aims
to gather preliminary data on the effects of art
therapy on adults with eating disorders using
participant perspectives and experiences, and to
record changes in levels of shame. The presenter
will describe the process of conducting art therapy
research in a clinical environment, including
research methodologies and the trials and errors
the researcher has faced. Limitations inherent in
researching mental health will be discussed, as
well as the importance of contributing to current
knowledge and evidence-based practice.

AT MD
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Caryn Griffin
BFA, MA Art Therapy, Master of Applied Science (current student)

Caryn is an art therapist and research student living
Melbourne. She is currently researching the effects of
art therapy groups on adults with eating disorders at the
Royal Melbourne Hospital. Caryn works an art therapist at
Challenge, where she provides art therapy to children and
teenagers living with cancer in the community. She is also a
sessional lecturer in the Master of Art Therapy program at La
Trobe University, where she too coordinates the art therapy
short courses.
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The effectiveness of expressive
arts therapy in an eating disorder
day program setting
Melissa Marks
Expressive arts therapy is increasingly being
added as an adjunct to traditional eating disorder
therapies. When the brain is in a starved state,
cognitive therapies may be less effective and
expressing emotions in words can be difficult. Expressive arts therapy is an important component
of treatment offered within the multi-disciplinary
team at Robina Private Hospital’s Eating Disorder
Day Program. It has assisted clinicians within the
team to garner additional information or insight
into patient’s experience, and for patients it
complements therapeutic content, thus enhancing

AT

Sue Lyn Lim
This presentation will explore the development
of a new art therapy service in a haemodialysis
centre for adults in Singapore. In this setting,
individual art therapy was conducted during the
haemodialysis process. This presented an openenvironment, non-conventional setting for art
therapy as sessions occurred without a private
space, alongside other individuals also undergoing
haemodialysis. Therefore, this presentation
will discuss how the concepts of containment
and therapeutic space were applied as well as
considerations related to art directives, the third
hand and in working with the multidisciplinary

SM

P

30

patient outcomes. This presentation will provide
an explanation of eating disorders, art intervention
examples including client work, and will describe qualitative outcomes of how art therapy was considered
effective in an eating disorder day program setting.

Melissa Marks
Masters of Mental Health-Art Therapy, BA-Visual Arts, Diploma of
Counselling

Mel is art therapist and counsellor with over 23 years
experience as a clinician, and has worked exclusively in the
field of eating disorders for the past 11 years. She is currently
working at Robina Private Hospital Eating Disorder Program
& QuEDS Eating Disorder Day Program as an Art Therapist
as well as Eating Disorders Queensland. Mel has presented
at conferences, schools and community events and is
passionate about improving the lives of people impacted by
eating disorders.
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Without walls: Developing and
integrating art therapy in a
community haemodialysis centre
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medical team. These factors enabled the new art
therapy service to provide opportunities for verbal
and non-verbal expression and to be witnessed,
suggesting further application as art therapy expands
beyond the traditional psychotherapeutic room.

Sue Lyn Lim
MA Art Therapy

Sue Lyn has recently completed her MA Art Therapy training
with LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore. During her
training, she worked with older adults in a nursing home and
adults undergoing haemodialysis. She also facilitated various
community-based art projects with adults and children,
both locally and overseas. Additional interests include art
therapy within a community development lens, aligning
with her previous work experience in economic and social
change management. She also holds a Bachelor of Commerce
(Honours) in Economics.
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An arts-based inquiry into
depression and anxiety
Hilary Tapper and Kuva Zakheim
This presentation will be a live-illustrated poetic
presentation of depression and anxiety using artsbased research through autoethnography (ABR+A).
This short performance will explore the ineffable
experience of depression and anxiety, and inquire
as to the capacity of ABR+A to illuminate the
benefits of arts therapy for working with depression
& anxiety. The piece features live illustration,
multi-media vignettes, music, spoken poetry and
movement.

DT DM SM

Sasha Iyengar
How to connect with a person without the visual?
Without the verbal? What are the ethics around
coactivity and art therapy? Stepping outside of the
cognitive therapeutic frame requires a high level
of engagement with the sensory understanding
of emotion and experience. Art making in this
context becomes a significant way of humanising
experience, creating ways of being in the world
that may otherwise seem inaccessible. This
presentation outlines reflections on integrating
art therapy within a specialist school setting and
case examples of the ways in which creativity
can support movement, communication and
social connection. Above all, art making plays a
significant role in promoting choice and autonomy
– calling for redefinitions of dis(ability) in this
space.

30

Hilary Tapper
MAAT (Clinical) canditate, PgDip(Arts Therapy), Dip (Screen &
Media), BA(Hons) Theology & Religious Studies

Hilary is midway through her Masters in Arts Therapy at
Whitecliffe College in New Zealand, and is a performer,
illustrator, award-winning filmmaker and multi-media artist.
Hilary has performed and presented her films and theatrical
pieces across USA, Europe and India. See more of Hilary’s
work at www.hilaryjeantapper.com.

Kuva Zakheim
Kuva is an artist and designer living in Christchurch, New
Zealand. He is an art teacher to youth in prison and a support
worker for people with intellectual disabilities. Originally
trained in fine art conservation and performance art in Los
Angeles, Kuva is also an accomplished jewelry maker, wood
carver, and musician. He has travelled the world as a set
designer for music festivals, and has his own successful brand
‘Nam Walli’ of hand-block printed shawls.
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‘To move, to see, to feel’:
Art therapy within a special
development school
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Sasha Iyengar
M(ATh) AThR, GradDipPsych., BArtEd.

Sasha is an art therapist who specialises in adolescent mental
health, special education, women’s health and rehabilitation.
Sasha currently works in a specialist government school for
young people with physical disability and significant health
impairments. Sasha also delivers an inpatient art therapy
service for patients following spinal and neurological injury
in an adult rehabilitation hospital. She is an accredited visual
arts teacher in Victoria and NSW with extensive experience
working creatively across mainstream, hospital and special
education contexts.
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Creative focus: Art based
interventions with ADHD
Amanda Hall
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder is a
common reason people attend therapy, with the
desire to take back control of their brain and not
be held back by impulsivity, poor concentration
and difficulties with thinking things through.
We will summarise the current thoughts on the
use of art therapy with children and adults living
with ADHD aiming for improved concentration,
thinking, self-control and self-regulation. We will
experiment with the ways the movement, visual
and thinking aspects of art making can support
someone to find more control, calmness and
focus in daily activities. This experiential workshop

AT MM

Anaia Treefoot
This presentation explores the stages of
growth required to initiate, develop and launch
Australasia’s inaugural DMT Masters Degree.
vThe presentation speaks to the collaboration
between Dance Studies & the DMT community;
logistics of the approval process; and, challenges
of the marriage of a professional training with an
academic degree. We hope that our journey will
be of high interest to any involved in Creative
Arts Therapy Education. Our reflections are
framed as a qualitative research project resting
upon the narratives of three MDMT architects.
We collectively interviewed and recorded each
other in a 2 hour ‘conversation’. This, and other
documentation provided the data for analysis
from which emerged the dominant themes and
issues that informed the development of this
groundbreaking degree.

30

offers three fun art based interventions for use with
people of all ages, including young children and will
brainstorm ideas inspired by this experience.

Amanda Hall
BSocWk (AMHSW), MMH (Art Therapy)

Amanda Hall (Brown) is a Brisbane-based accredited Mental
Health Social Worker and art therapist, working in private
practice, supervision and part of the Master of Mental Health
Art Therapy program teaching team at UQ. Her focus areas
are grief and loss, suicide bereavement, trauma, anxiety,
identity, ADHD and attachment disorders with special
interest in the use of pop culture, fandom, bibliotherapy,
story making, recycled materials, self-portraits and science
experiments in creative therapy.
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Seed-starting: a comprehensive
guide to growing NZ’s first
Masters in DMT
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Anaia Treefoot
MAAT (Clin), DTAA (Prof. DMT)

Anaia Treefoot is the Course Coordinator of the University
of Auckland Masters in DMT and the Director and Founder
of Dance & Arts Therapy NZ, a Charitable Trust offering
Dance Movement Therapy and Arts Therapy to the
community. Anaia’s clinical background includes autism
spectrum, disability, early attachment, and DMT with women.
Anaia has trained extensively overseas in Dr. Suzi Tortora’s
Ways of Seeing, Authentic Movement, Soul MotionTM
Dance, Halprin Life/Art Process, Mindfulness Practice and
Gestalt Awareness Practice.
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Cultivating therapeutic presence
through painting from life
Carla van Laar
The simple act of painting from life brings us into
the here and now; requires us to enter a state of
intimate attunement with our subject; compels
us to respond through sensitive and nuanced
manipulation of tools and materials; and assists us
to cultivate our skills in therapeutic presence. “In
my painting practice... I deepen my connection with
my own embodied perception and come to trust it
as a valuable way of knowing that is intensely my
own”. Join me to select a small organic object and
paint from life in this workshop. I will share some
of my favourite materials and painting tips with
you to make this an opportunity for cultivating
therapeutic presence and self-care through art.

AT

Edip Asan
Participants in this workshop will be introduced
to the technique of ebru art, a form of painting
on water more commonly known as marbling.
A completed image can be created in as little as
15 minutes, making this an enjoyable, “talentoptional” product-oriented activity suitable for
working with individual clients and small groups of
varied ages and abilities on issues of self-esteem
and mastery. Participants will be introduced to
the essential materials required to create marbled
paintings and learn the techniques to execute this
style with ease. After the technical demonstration,
participants will be invited to create their own
paintings. Therapeutic adaptations and rationales
will be discussed that participants can integrate
this approach into their clinical practices and other
activities.

90

Carla van Laar
Master of Creative Arts Therapy, Professional Doctorate
Therapeutic Arts Practice

For over 25 years, Carla has worked with people and the
arts in community, justice, health and education contexts.
Her book, “Bereaved Mother’s Heart” was published in
2007. From 2008-18 she established an independent art
therapy studio and gallery in Melbourne. Carla has been an
Art Therapy educator since 2001. She is a practicing artist,
and in 2018 undertook an Artist Fellowship at RMIT. Carla’s
new book “Seeing her stories” presents her research about
making subjugated stories visible through art.
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Ebru art for all: Marbling on canvas
for self-esteem and mastery
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Edip Asan
PhD, Expressive arts consultant educator (REACE), Art therapist

Edip is an ebru–marbling artist. After his 14-year career as an
artist and sculptor in Turkey, he moved to Moscow in 2014,
where he works on his program, The Therapeutic Potential
of Ebru Art, at the Moscow State Institute of Culture and in a
rehabilitation center with physically disabled adults. His longterm sessions using ebru art are considered pioneering in the
field of art therapy.
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Gathering and layering: Playing
with making moving image
Amanda Levey
In this workshop we will be exploring various ways
of working with moving image, and sharing ideas
of how to use it for our own creative expression,
as well as potential applications for working in
research and with clients. Participants are invited
to bring along devices such as ipads and/or smart
phones, and if you would like, any video footage
that you might like to play with. Some equipment
will be available, such as a green screen, projector,
and tripod. You are welcome to bring anything
else that will be helpful for your explorations.
Participants will have the opportunity to
experiment with apps and in-phone editing, and
gain some exciting take-away skills and ideas for
experimentation.

MM W
Amanda Levey
BA(Hons) Psych, MAAT, AThR

Amanda studied psychology at the University of Melbourne,
and subsequently trained extensively in the Halprin Method
in the USA. This model is an integration of movement/
dance, visual arts, performance techniques and therapeutic
practices. She gained her MA in arts therapy at Whitecliffe
College of Arts and Design in Auckland, New Zealand, and
her topic of research was the use of video as self-portrait.
She continues to research in the area of duoethnography
using video techniques.
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Introduction to nature-based
arts therapy
Bettina Evans
In this workshop participants will have the
opportunity to explore aspects of nature-based
arts therapy, working outside with natural
materials in a variety of modalities such as
movement and creative writing. There will be time
at the end to share, discuss and ask questions.
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Bettina Evans
BA, MAAT (Clin), AthR

Bettina works as a lecturer, course-co-ordinator and
supervisor for Whitecliffe Collage in New Zealand in a part
time capacity as well as running a small private practice. She
came to arts therapy after working as an educator, teacher
and community facilitator. She trained and worked as a
gardener, and the healing effects of nature on herself and
others has influenced her practice as an arts therapist.
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Dynamic sand therapy in decision
making
Janeen Cameron
Introducing a new way to work in Sand Therapy
– Dynamic Sand therapy will introduce you
to working with large scale and flexible sand
landscapes. Decision making within a business and
personal framework is primarily cognitive, however
the incorporation of visual sand landscapes of
ideas, options and directions can ensure a win-win
approach to important professional and personal
outcomes and future directions

MM W

Claire Edwards
Claire will outline her textile art therapy practice,
detailing some of the influences, including
mindfulness and attachment; and process,
including the use of fabrics, fibres and sewing
with children adolescents and adults, as part of
her clinical work. She will facilitate an experiential
textile art therapy workshop, in which participants
can experience the slow stitch process, using
recycled and hand dyed materials, to make a fabric
journal page.

90

Janeen Cameron
MA(AThR)

Janeen Cameron is the Director of Art4Success. specialising
in her own model of Dynamic Sand and Clay Therapy. She is
a former registered nurse and occupational health, safety
and rehabilitation consultant. As a sensory-psychomotor
trauma practitioner, lecturer, lifeline educator and accredited
supervisor, Janeen is the master of transitions and variety.
Having lived in remote and rural mining areas within in
Australia and China her focus is on the social and cultural
impacts of relocation, reinvention and decision making.
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Slow stitch therapy: Integrating
textiles into art therapy practice
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Claire Edwards
MA (hons) Art Therapy; MSocWK

Claire Edwards is an art therapist and Accredited Mental
Health Social Worker. Claire works an art therapy lecturer
at University of Queensland, on the Masters of Mental
Health – Art Therapy program, and is in private practice. She
has extensive experience in clinical art therapy practice, art
therapy education, and facilitating workshops. For some time,
Claire has been cultivating a passion for textile art, both as a
therapeutic modality, and as a means to therapist self-care.
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Brisbane Playback Theatre
Playback Theatre is a unique improvisional theatre
with no script. The material for the performance
comes from the audience. Assisted by the
conductor, who holds a performance, people in the
audience share moments and stories from their
lives, which are then immediately re-enacted or
“played back” spontaneously by a troupe of usually
four actors and a muscian.
Actors and musician take on roles in a dramatic
form and, using dance, movement, mine, music,
dialogue, sound and imagination, the story or
moment is played back in a creative and magical
re-enactment.

45
Brisbane Playback Theatre Inc began in 1989 when Francis
Batten initiated the Company. Since then many people
have been part of the troupe, honouring people’s stories.
Our members come from many disparate occupations and
professions and are involved because of their love of this
unusual, challenging,
inspiring,
inclusive form of
theatre. Playback
companies exist
around the world
and throughout
Australia.

Communities and organisations use Playback to
build their community, enable sometimes untold
stories to be brought forward, acknowledge joyful
and painful times and to value the contributions
of people in their community. In essence Playback
provides a unique opportunity to listen, learn and
build on each others’ personal and community
story.
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